
1. What subjects do you like best at school?

 best _______________________________  

 second best _______________________

 third best _________________________

2. How much do you like doing maths at school?

 

3. Would you like to do more maths or less maths at school?

more about the same less

4. What maths activities do you like doing at school? (Tick up to 3.)  
Then put a cross beside any maths activities you don’t like doing at 
school  (Cross up to 3.)

 work in my maths book  maths problems & puzzles
 doing maths worksheets  maths competitions
 using maths textbooks  doing maths on my own
 using a calculator  doing maths with others
 using equipment  talking to others about maths
 maths tests  helping others with their maths
 something else (write what it is) __________________

5. There are some very important things a person needs to learn 
or do to be good at maths.  What are some of them?  

(See if you can think of 3.)

 

 

 

science
technology
reading
speaking
writing 
music

art
social studies
health
PE
Ma-ori
maths

Some School Subjects

Please turn over

Instructions: Put a ring around the answer you want to choose 

or write your answer on the line.

 The teacher will write the  answers for you.
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6. How good do you think you are at maths?

    

7. How good does your teacher think you are at maths?

	 	 	 	 	 	 donʼt	know

8. How good does your Mum or Dad think you are at maths?

	 	 	 	 	 	 donʼt	know

9. Things I am good at in maths Things I have trouble with in maths
 (write up to 3 things) (write up to 3 things)

10. How do you feel about doing things in maths  
you haven’t tried before?

    

11. How much do you like doing maths in your own time  
(not at school)? 

    

12. What are some interesting things you do in maths 
in your own time?

 

13. If you do something really hard to do in maths, what do you do?

14. Do you want to keep learning maths when you grow up?

yes maybe not sure no


